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B. To extract operational data from multiple sources.
C. To create dashboards in Report Studio.
D. To build aCognos Planning application.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 77
What kind of tool is Data Manager?
A. ASP
B. DBMS
C. ETL
D. ERP

Answer: C

QUESTION: 78
Which of the following is true of transformation model derivations?
A. They can be created within a static member.
B. They can consist of a string literal.
C. They can be used as sources for an attribute element.
D. They can be used as sources for a measure element.

Answer: B
QUESTION: 79
What distinguishes an OLTP system from a data warehouse?
A. An OLTP system captures and processes original business transactions, while a
data warehouse does not.
B. A data warehouse captures and processes original business transactions, while an
OLTP system does not.
C. An OLTP system is used to transform, clean, and combine operational data, while a
data warehouse is not.
D. A data warehouse is fully normalized, while an OLTP system is fullydenormalized.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 80
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A developer is attempting to test a derivation. In the Input values section, what does
the cross symbol beside Price indicate?

A. No value has yet been defined for Price in the Output values section.
B. The option in the Top box should be set to Price.
C. The option in theImmediate box should be set to Price.
D. A definition for Price has not been found.

Answer: D
QUESTION: 81
Where can a variable be declared?
A. In a build specification.
B. In a hierarchy.
C. In a data source connection.
D. In a Data Manager folder.
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Answer: A

QUESTION: 82
A developer wants to be able to re-use a gross profit calculation in multiple builds.
What should be created?
A. Derived dimension
B. User-defined function
C. Derivation
D. Output filter

Answer: B

QUESTION: 83
Where can a developer define variables in Data Manager?
A. Metadata dimensions
B. Connections
C. JobStreams
D. Metadata collections

Answer: C

QUESTION: 84
Why would an index be created on a fact table?
A. To enable the rejecting of duplicate rows.
B. To make it easier to drop and recreate the fact table.
C. To enable the merging of duplicate rows.
D. To improve update performance on a relational delivery.

Answer: D
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